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SOPHISTICATION without compromising on sound quality. MASK2 speakers offer a combination of 

cute looks and great sound. These incredibly small top speakers are especially designed for use in 

small to medium sized rooms in residential as well as public buildings. With MASK2, APart offers 

sound quality that exceeds the market's standard for a surprisingly affordable budget.

MASK2 are designed to be used as top speakers, and should be used in combination with the 

matching APart subwoofers (SUMBLIME or SUBA165) to obtain a full range sound. They are ideal for 

use with home theatres, home Hi-Fi systems or to provide discrete quality music in public buildings like 

shops, lounge bars, beauty salons,…. Special brackets are supplied with the speakers, allowing them 

to be mounted under various angles in corners, or on solid surfaces such as walls or ceilings.

Whether it is the inviting atmosphere of a shop or lounge bar, the tension of a white knuckle movie 

through a home theatre, the refined drama of opera or the kick of your favorite rock album through a 

HiFi system, MASK2 will fit effortlessly into any interior style and surprise anyone with its sound quality !

Speaker type Full range 2.5” speaker
Nominal impedance 8Ω
Frequency range 120 - 20000Hz (without subwoofer)
Program power 50 Watts RMS (using a 150 Hz/12                    

dB/octave highpass filter.)
Recommended amplifier power / channel 10 - 110 Watts (with matching subwoofer)
Dimensions H x W x D mm 94 x 82 x 108 (without mounting bracket)
Distance from wall approx 30mm using included brackets
Shipping weight 1300g (1 speaker pair with accessories)
IP rating 60
Net weight 440g
Shipping dimensions mm 130 x 146 x 310

Accessories (supplied) Mounting bracket, mounting hardware, screws and screw covers.
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